This paper proposes a new histogram shifting-based reversible watermarking method. In contrast to other almost methods that need to use simultaneously the watermarked image and some image-dependent side information to restore the watermark and the original image, our method can do above restorations without any auxiliary information. Such methods are called free from side information. Our solution is combining LSB-embedding and histogram shifting (HS). The original image is parted into two domains: the first one, consisting of a few pixels, is used for hiding auxiliary information by LSB-inserting, while the second one, comprising the other pixels is used for embedding the watermark by histogram shifting. In comparison to a few known free from side information methods, our method has higher embedding capacity and lower computational complexity. In addition, our solution can easily be used to make almost other histogram shiftingbased reversible watermarking methods become free from side information.
Introduction
Watermarking is to embed some data (called watermark) in digital images to authenticate and protect copyright of image products. Traditional watermarking can only extract watermark but can not restore the original image. However, for many applications such as military, education and healthcare, restoring original image is compulsory. Therefore, reversible watermarking research is increasingly interested. Reversible watermarking is data hiding technique that is able to simultaneously extract watermark and to recover the original image. The main research directions of reversible watermarking so far include: lossless compression, difference expansion, histogram shifting (abbreviated as HS), integer transformations, using JPEG characteristics, modulo, predictions Reversible watermarking based on lossless compression [4] performs compression of lower bit sequence of pixels in order to make empty space, then use this space to embed watermark In methods based on integer transforms such as contrast mapping [2] , integer wavelet transformation [15] first a reversible integer transform is applied to image space, then information is embedded in transformed domain and original image is restored by using the inverse transform. Difference expansion [13] is an effective method and interested by many researches. Difference between two consecutive points is expanded to the left side and one watermark bit is embedded in the right of difference. In methods using jpeg specifics [1, 3, 7] , quantified DCT blocks are usually used to embed watermarked bits. In method Modulo 256 plus [16] , watermarked image is made by adding modulo 256 between original image and watermark. Recently, there are watermarking methods based on prediction-error matrix [5] that are constructed by differencing between original image and it's prediction one. According to [11] , important criteria to compare and evaluate the reversible watermarking methods are embedding capacity, image quality and computational complexity. If the difference extension methods [13] have higher embedding capacitiy, then histogram shifting methods [5, 6, 8, 10, 12] have better image quality. The reversible watermarking methods based on histogram shifting is usually done as follows: first shifting the histogram of the original image to create a consecutive pair of two image pixels and that ℎ( ) is big and ℎ( ) equals 0 (ℎ( ) is the histogram of the image at point ). Then embedding an sequence of ℎ( ) bits on the pixels with value . These methods give good image quality, because the pixels only change one unit at most. However, to restore watermark and original image we need to know a, while this value is very hard to integrate (package) in the watermarked image. Between the sender and the receiver, therefore, there is must be an additional information (such as value ) transfer. In addition, without being able to pack all necessary information into watermarked image also leads to other restrictions, such as can not apply multi-leveled watermark and construct public-key watermarking schemes. Recently there are a few of methods that can overcome the weaknesses above: Hwang and partners [6] (now called Hwang method) selected a special pair of values , , such that this values remain unchanged after embedding the watermark. Thus, can be defined from the watermarked image. Pan et al [12] (now called Pan method) employ a idea similar to one of [6] that will be explained in section III below. Fujiyoshi Masaaki [5] (now called MF method) use the same method in [10] to define , and then find the relationship between the original image and the watermarked image at , points. Then value is determined by tracking the pixels satisfying above relationship. Both of these methods have one big disadvantage: it takes a lot of time to find the value and the embedding capacity isn't high. In this paper, we'll present a new solution to integrate into the watermarked image by dividing the original image into a small domain (8 pixels) and the rest domain (large domain). The values , is determined by histogram shifting technique on large domain (not on the entire image). Value (including 8 bits) is embedded into the small domain by least significant bit (LSB) insertion technique. In this way, determining from the watermarked image very simple and fast. This solution can be easily applied to improve almost known histogram shifting watermarking methods to pack products. The methods that don't need to use side information to restore the original image and watermark, are called in [5] free from side information, here we call them as integrating or packaging methods. By both theory analysis and experiments, it is proved that the proposed method has lower computation complexity and higher capacity than MF and Hwang methods. Next content of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents the base some knowledge about the reversible histogram shifting watermarking. Section 3 introduces some related works including MF and Hwang methods. Section 4 presents proposed method. Section 5 does the some comparison between the proposed method with related methods by theory analysis and the computer experiments. Finally the conclusion is made in section 6.
The knowledge base
This paper only considers scale gray images which have pixel value in domain :
= { ∈ ℤ |0 ≤ ≤ 255}
A gray scale image of size × can be considered as a × matrix ( rows, columns) including elements ( , ) of . Sometimes we just consider the subdomain of , and denote ( ) as set of pairs ( , ) of . In other word:
Now we present the concept of histogram, the concept of histogram pair and methods based on histogram shifting for image .
Histogram and histogram pair
Histogram of the image (or domain ) at point ∈ , symbol ℎ( ), is the number of pixels in (or in ) with value .
According to [15] , two consecutive values , ( = + 1 or − 1 ) on domain is called a histogram pair if:
ℎ( ) > 0, ℎ( ) = 0 Below, and ℎ( ) are called vertex and hight of the pair ( , ), respectively. Each pixel ( , ) ∈ ( ) with value ( , ) = can embed a bit as follow:
and ( , ) from ′( , ) is simple as follows:
By using histogram pair ( , ) , we can embed reversible a sequence ℎ( ) bit on pixels ( , ) with value ( , ) = .
Remark 2.2: After embedding, number of pixels with value decreased by about a half (assuming the bit 0 and 1 in watermark approximately equal), so ℎ( ) is decreased about 2 times. In other words:
Histogram Shifting
Assuming pixel has ℎ( ) > 0. The reversible watermarking methods based on histogram shifting These methods first use a HS technique to create histogram pairs, then embed the watermark on the received ones.
To create a pair of histogram, according to the section 2.2, we need to find point in which ℎ( ) = 0 . If point like that does not exist, we can select z < (or > ) with smallest ℎ( ), they often symbolized (or ). Then, to restore the image, we need to add value ( ) and position of the pixels ( , ) with value ( ) in front of watermark to create an array of embedded bits. This array, denote by , will include information and watermark :
= ⨁ Methods based on HS differ mainly by ways to create a histogram pairs for improving embedding capacity. The group of this methods has the advantage of the watermarked image quality because image pixels only have to change maximum 1 value. To restore and the original image we need to know the vertex of the histogram pairs. This information may be hardly to integrate into the watermarked image, so usually it is transferred outside. Therefore, if you only know the watermarked image, it is not enough to restore the necessary information. Most of the methods of watermarking suffer from this weakness.
Recently, there are few papers which can overcome the above disadvantage such as the MF and Hwang methods. However, these methods still have a number of restrictions on the capacities and computational complexity as shown below.
The related paper

Hwang Method
Hwang and partners, first find the value which achieves maximum of histogram in : ℎ( ) = {ℎ( )| ∈ } (If there are more than one maximum point, select the first). Then the histogram is shifted to the left and to the right in order to create two pairs of histogram ( − 1, − 2) and ( + 1, + 2), and finally, use these pairs to embed watermark. By creating two special histogram pairs like above, the value is unchanged after embedding. Therefore, it is possible to calculate this peak from the watermarked image ' with the formula:
After that, the vertexes − 1, + 1 of the histogram pairs are defined and the watermark as well as the original image are restored. 
Pan Method
In order to extract the watermark and restore the original image without using any side information, Pan et al in [12] propose a method as follow: "select the peak point as the reference point and use the neighboring point of peak point to embed the secret bits". It is clearly that this method and Hwang method described in subsection 3.1 are absolutely similar. Therefore, two above methods have the same embedding capacity and computational complexity when using them for embedding the watermark on the entire image as well as on image's non-overlapped blocks. That is why, below we consider these two methods as one method 
The value ℎ( ) is inserted into first 16 bits of . In other words, ℎ( ) is transformed into a 16-bit binary array and is embedded in the first 16 pixels of that have value equals to , by using the algorithm in section 2.1. Determining peak is performed by browsing each value on all of domain , with each , restore first 16 bit of ′( , ) which value is equal or − 1 following algorithm in section 2.1. Called ( ) the restored value, if ℎ ′ ( − 1) + ℎ ′ ( ) = ( ) then satisfies the conditions (3.4), so this is considered as the peak. From found, it is easy to restore the original image as well as the watermark.
The MF method does not have high capacity because it only uses a histogram pair, and determining by tracking each points as above costs a lot of time. Besides, there may have other values which also satisfy condition (3.4), it is uncertain that the value received from method above is the desired true . 
Proposed method
The idea of proposed method is to divide the image into two domains: 1 includes 8 pixels and 2 is the rest. Then build histogram ℎ( ) on 2 .
The embedding information is performed by HS on 2 (not on ), the value is stored by LSB on 1 . Concrete algorithm is described below:
Embedding Algorithm
Step 1: Divide the image into two domains 1 and 2 . Here 1 includes first 8 pixels of , 2 is the rest. However, theoretically, 1 may include any 8 pixels of . A random key can also be used to select the pixels for 1 .
Step 2: Build histogram ℎ( ) on 2 and determine the values , and according to the formula: Step 7: embed the binary sequence = 1 2 … ( = ( )) on the pixels having value equal to or + 1 as follow:
= 0, for ( , ) ∈ ( 2 ) and ( , ) ∈ [ , 
Extraction algorithm
Watermark and original image are restored from ′ by following steps:
Step 1: Divide the image ′ into two domains 1 ′ and 2 ′ as in the embedding algorithm.
Step 2: Extract 8 LSB of domain 1 ′ to get the value Step 3: Based on , restore in domain 2 ′ as follow:
= 0, for ( , ) ∈ ( 2 ) and ( , ) ∈ [ − 1,
Step 4: From we easily receive supplemental information and watermark 
Example
To demonstrate the proposed method, we present an example in which is showed in figure 1 , is an array of 8 bits: Step 1: 1 includes first 8 pixels of (8 cells of the gray), 2 is the rest.
Step 2 Step 7: embed on the pixels with value is 5 or 6, we get watermarked image like figure 3.
Compare the proposed method with Hwang method, Pan method and MF method
This section will compare the methods by both theory analysis and computer experiment.
Theory analysis
Capacity:
For the proposed method, embedding ability to embed on and ′ on ' are calculated in the formulas: = {ℎ( ) + ℎ( + 1)| ∈ } ′ = {ℎ′( ) + ℎ′( + 1)| ∈ } From there and remarks 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, it leads to the conclusion: a. Capacity of the proposed method in the original (embedding level 1) is not much larger than the Hwang and roughly twice the MF method.
b. Capacity of proposed method in the watermarked image ' (embedding level 2) is about twice larger than both two methods Hwang and MF This conclusion is consistent with the results of the experiment in subsection 5.2.
The calculation complexity:
Three methods only differ in determining the value of the watermarked image, so just need to focus on evaluating computational amount to find in each method.
-Methods Hwang and Pan method: To determine by the formula (3.1), first use × additions to build histogram ℎ' of the image ' (size × ). Then, perform 256 comparison-operations to determine maximum of ℎ'( ). So, the amount of computation to determine of Hwang include: × sums and 256 comparisons.
-Method MF: in this method, we also need to use × additions to build histogram ℎ'( ). Then, with each of , to check conditions:
To determine 16 bits of ( ) we need to browse the image ' (size × ) to find out 16 elements with the value equal or − 1 (if take bit 0, if − 1 take bit 1). This need (16 + × )/2 comparisons in average. Then we need 15 shift-operations and 15 addition to transform 16 bits to decimal. So to determine ( ) we need to do: (16 + × )/2 comparisons, 15 shifts and 15 additions. After having ( ), we need too one addition and one comparison to check condition (5.1). The x value should be browsed about 256/2 times in average (half the elements of ).
So the amount of computation to determine in MF is about ( × + 128 × 16) additions, 128 × 15 shifts and 64 × (18 + × ) comparisons.
-Methods proposed: value is extracted from 8 pixels of ', so just only need to use: 8 bit-extracts, 7 shifts and 7 additions.
From the above analysis, a conclusion can be made: the computational amount of proposed method is much fewer than either at MF method and Hwang method. This is completely consistent with the results of the experimental in 5.2.
Quality: Because embedding capacities of different methods are not the same, we cannot use PSNR standard to compare image quality. Objectively, here we use the distortion-rate of original image after embedding (call -number of pixels to change to embed a bit) as a criteria to compare image quality.
is calculated in the formulas:
We realize, the image has been changed by shifting histogram. In addition, the number of pixels to change directly proportional with the number of embedded bits. So the distortion-rate of the three methods above is equivalent.
Experiment
To illustrate the results of theory analysis, we perform experiments on the sample image set in [17] . Images from 4 to 8 have size 512 × 512, image 9 has size of 256 × 256 and 10 has size 1024 × 1024. The watermark is from the binary image 11. Programs are written in the language Matlab R2012a and ran on IdeaPad S410p Lenovo computer. 
Compare capacities
Capacities on the image of each method on level 1 and level 2 is presented in two tables below. 5535  2919  5696  2  Pepper  5263  2712  5854  3  Tiffany  5788  2956  5854  4  Boat  7592  3906  7738  5  Sailboat  7109  3707  7364  6  Sight  2232  1200  2331  7  Airport  44894  22723  45395  Total  78413  40123  80232 Remark 5.3: time to determine of Hwang method more than 1219 times and of the MF method more than 92051 times compared with the proposed method. Table 4 shows that the image distortion rate of the methods are not much differ, but at average level, the proposed method has lower image distortion rate.
Compare the image distortion rate
Conclusion
The paper suggests a free from side information watermarking method (packaged image) by combining inserting LSB and histogram shifting. From the watermarked image we can extract watermark and original image without any additional information outside. Proposed solution can be easily used for most known histogram shifting watermarking methods in order to pack the watermarked image.
To compare with known packaging methods, the proposed method has higher capacity and lower computational complexity.
